Summary.
-Introduction.
One hundred z + meson (~+---> 2r:++r:--~ Q) found in the systematic scanning of three emulsion stacks have been analyzed (*).
The Q-values have been studied and an average Q obtained. The most important systematic errors were considered and their limits assigned to the Q-value.
The distribution of decay configurations has been compared with the analyses developed independently by ])ALITZ (1,3) and FABRI (4). All cases of spin and parity of the z that are also possible for the K2 were considered up to and including spin five.
(*) Twenty-four of these z+'s were included in the dicta presented at the 1955 Conference on Elementary Particles held at Pisa, Italy.
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-Experimental Arrangement and Scanning Technique.
The strong-focusing spectrometer (5) at the Bevatron was used to select nearly monoenergetic positive K particles and focus them on three emulsion blocks.
The emulsion blocks were stacked (without tissue paper between the pellicles), backed with 89 bakelite, and held together with bolts passing through the bakelite and emulsion. The stack edges were then machined to close tolerances to permit accurate measurements (for volume and density determinations).
The scanning was done by the track-following method. Tracks in a grain count interval were selected at a region of the stacks where K particles wonld have several centimetres of residual range. These tracks were then followed to their ends and the particles were identified by their decay mode. This method is thus unbiased in regard to the ~-decay configuration.
-Measurements of the Q.
3"]. Method. -The densities and average plate thicknesses were determined from the dimensions and weight of the stacks.
The average plate thickness was used to compute the chord between points where there was either an integrated 10 ~ change of direction in the plane of the emulsion or a ~fisible change in the diving rate. The range of the pions was taken to be the sum of these chords when corrected for air gaps between pellicles. A full discussion of the range measurements is given in Section 3"2.
The range-energy relation given by BARKAS and YOUNG (6) was used. It is based on Vigneron's parameters; in particular, the mean ionization potential of 322 eV is used to extrapolate to high velocity. The relation is for C.2 emulsion of density 3.815 g/cm ~ at a relative humidity of 55O/o .
3"2. Errors.
3"2.1. Alignment.
-X-ray marks placed in the stacks before processing provide an accurate means of aligning the plates after development. Generally the position of neighboring plates is known to within 25 ~m, but there may be a systematic shift to the stack. To eliminate or reduce any systematic shift of this type the coordinates of the X-ray marks were measured with 
